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Author's response to reviews: see over
Point-by-point responses to the editorial comments on the revision of “Differential survival following trastuzumab treatment based on quantitative HER2 expression and HER2 homodimers in a clinic-based cohort of patients with metastatic breast cancer” MS: 7112649042625397.

1. **Abstract**: please ensure that the Abstract present in the manuscript matches exactly what is in the submission system

As suggested, we have revised the abstract to be matched with what in the submission system.

2. **Authors' contributions**: Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.

As suggested, we have added the statement in the Authors’ contribution section (p18).

3. **Figures**: Please provide a short title for each figure. Each figure should have a single title; figures can have multiple parts and corresponding legends, but should have a single composite/overall title

As suggested, we have omitted the short titles and revised the figure legends.

4. **Typography**: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.

We have checked typographical errors and made sure that the manuscript contains no error.